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ADDENDUM #2 

 

 
1.  Question:  Can you clarify whether a bid bond, and subsequently performance and payment bonds will be 

required for this project?  In Section 59, all bonds appear to be a requirement, but Section 60 states that 
projects at $200k or more would require the performance and payment bonds.   

 
              Response:   Performance and Payment bonds are not required unless the bid is over $200,000. 
 
 

2.  Question:  If our bid does not exceed $200k, if we happen to win the bid, should we expect to provide 
performance and payment bonds?  If not, would you group simply hold our bid bond until the completion of the 
project?  Or what would be the mechanism to release the bid bond? 

 
              Response:   (Part 1) Refer to question 1, answer.  (Part 2). Entering into a contract will release the Bid Bond. 
 
 

3. Question:    Many vendors have yearly software licensing fees, is this part of the project? 
  
              Response:   Yes 
 

4. Question:   Will you desire any signage on the top, bottom or sides? 
 
              Response:   No 
 
 

5.  Question:    What power do you currently have available for this project? 
 
               Response:    We have power to both sides and cat cable to one. 
 
 

6. Question:    What will be the decision making criteria for choosing the winner? 
 
              Response:    Meeting the specification, Bid price, Annual fees, warranties. 
 
 
 
 



7. Question:   Can installation scope be outlined more specifically so all parties are quoting the same?  For     
                                   instance is there pathways already in place for power?  Would you want a redundant back up wired                     
                     system, etc. 
 
             Response:   Pathways are there, we want redundant system. 
 
 
    8.      Question:   Will the school bring power to the necessary displays? 
 
            Response:    Yes 
 
   9.      Question:    Will the school provide pathways for low voltage cabling? 
 
            Response:   Yes 
 
10.     Question:      Is removal and disposal of existing scoreboard and shot clock required? 
 
          Response:      Removal. 
 
11.    Question:        We include our first year annual license (ASL) free in the lump sum and subsequent years are                                                                  
         Billed annually, How would you like for us to notate this? 
 
         Response:       With annual price annotated in the bid.  
 
 
12.   Question:       Need to confirm display layout (portrait vs. landscape) the bid indicates that displays are supposed    
         to be taller than they are wider.  Is that correct? 
 
        Response:        No. They are wider than they are tall. 
    
13.  Question:        Please clarify installation requirements.  Is there anything to remove/dispose?  What wall/structure    
                                    are the displays attaching to?  Who is providing power to the displays?  Who is providing signal    
         conduit to the displays?  Need to get photos/info of site. 
 
       Response:        See previous answers. 
 
14.  Question:       Clarify if shot clocks are radio signal or hardwired for control. 
 
       Response:       Hardwired, but would like option for Radio Signal. 
 
15.  Question:      Confirm mounting location of shot clocks wall or on backboard?  If backboard, who is responsible for       
       shot clock brackets? 
 
      Response:     Backboard. Installer 
 
16. Question:    What is the substantial completion date?  
 
      Response:         None Specified yet. 
 
17. Question: What type of wall is the system going on?  
 
      Response:    BLOCK 
 



 
18.  Question: We will not need to deliver a bid bond with our bid so long as the bid is under $200k.  Is that correct? 
 
      Response: Bid Bond is required, payment and performance bond are not required if less than $200K. 
 
19. Question: Would your group simply hold our bid bond until the completion of the project?  Or what would be the                          
  mechanism to release the bid bond? 
 
      Response:    Bid bond will be released on execution of contract. 


